
 

Quality Metric Monitoring and Reporting for  

Accountable Care Organizations 

If your organization needs resources or is looking for a more efficient way to submit quality metrics, 

Salient can provide dashboards for year-round care gap closure analytics. This analytics package 

includes a real time performance calculator and an option for either template or manual data 

importation. 

In addition to the performance analytics, the integrated Registry enables a streamlined data 

aggregation and submission process for quality reporting to keep pace with the constant evolution 

in the value-based care reporting landscape.  

Quality Payment Program (QPP) data moves seamlessly from multiple sources into the Quality 

Reporting Solution Portal, allowing organizations to view performance across the different 

categories by practice and provider. 

Why use a Qualified Registry? 

1. If your ACO has multiple EMRs

2. If your ACO has one EMR with multiple instances 

3. If you are concerned about de-duplicating patients 

4. If some providers are still on paper 

5. If you have specialists that need to submit for MIPS 

6. If some of your providers do not qualify as a Qualified Provider (QP) and need to submit 

individually 

7. If quality metric submission is a new process for your organization and you’d like the assistance 

of a team of subject matter experts

Be proactive about preparing your organization for the APM Performance Pathway (APP) to ensure 

your patients are receiving the best quality of care and your organization is optimizing their quality 

metric performance. 

CMS’ “2021 Qualified Registry Posting” can be found here.   

“MIPS Solutions™ by Mingle Health” is listed on row 81 of the Table of Contents  

and on the ‘L-M’ worksheet in row 10.
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